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A
Double
Feature
Sam Fuller’s The Steel Helmet and
Stanley Kubrick’s Fear and Desire
by Marsha Gordon
War and Disgust

tags…big deal!” The sergeant immediately Close-ups of the food are repulsive. A close-up
Scene from a 1951 Korean War movie: A inquires about the newly deceased GI’s pack, of one of the victor’s faces, head resting on the
small, cobbled-together group of soldiers in which he finds a box of cigars. He sticks table amidst what appears to be breadcrumbs,
wanders aimlessly behind enemy lines. They one in his mouth as the men pack up in looks as lifeless as the enemy corpses. Only one
of the soldiers, Mac, is actually shown eating.
scavenge melons, and take a break on the silence and move on.
Another war movie, this one released in He shovels gruel into his mouth animalistically,
side of the road to enjoy the fruit. A young
soldier wanders off and returns to report 1953 and about an unspecified, imaginary spilling it all over his face, dripping it down his
that he has found a “dead American.” The conflict. Four soldiers caught behind enemy body. A close-up shows food erupting out of
grizzled, World War II-retread sergeant in lines come upon a cabin, in which they see Mac’s mouth, as he dispassionately responds
to a question about the
the group, Zack, warns his
Although there are many differences, stylistic
stew: “Kinda cold, but cold
novice commanding offistew’s alright.” Another
cer that he should not
and otherwise, in their work, both directors
enemy soldier enters the
bother retrieving dog tags
made early films about war during the Korean cabin, only to be immedioff the dead American
ately shot and killed. Prior
soldier. Extreme close-ups
War. Concern over the human consequences
to fleeing the cabin, an inteof Sgt. Zack show him
of combat was a preoccupation they shared.
rior monologue of the
ravenously consuming the
group’s leader, Lt. Corby,
melon, offering occasional,
terse comments about the situation at hand. and smell two enemy soldiers eating a meal, who riffs on of the idea that “no man is an
“Dead man’s nothing but a corpse,” he their rifles enticingly visible beside them. The island,” concludes that “now we’re all islands.”
quips in between bites. Juice and sweat drip soldiers burst into the cabin, attacking the The men pack up and quietly move on.
enemy with knives. Rapid cuts, predominantly
down his face.
Close-up shots of the inexperienced Lt. close-ups, show the enemy being killed, their Sam Fuller and
Driscoll, thinking about what he should do, food spilling onto the table and floor. One of
Stanley Kubrick
are cut into shots of the “green” soldier he the attacking soldiers, Mac, is repeatedly
assigns to the retrieval task, as well as of the shown in quick cuts as he plunges his knife
Sam Fuller and Stanley Kubrick are not
melon-chomping sergeant. A dissolve transi- toward the camera, which becomes a stand-in often invoked in the same breath. Fuller is
tions us from the sergeant’s impassive face to for the enemy he is attacking. In one repeated associated with a quirky, often-sensational
a wider shot framed behind the group of close-up, one of the dying men squeezes food brand of American independent filmmaking
men in the squad as they (and we) watch the into a repulsive pulp in his hand. In another, a and a crassly direct style; Kubrick with
soldier assigned to procure the dead GI’s dog knife—the kind used for eating, not killing— painstakingly made intellectual films and
tags go about his task. The young soldier is rests in a puddle of spilled stew, standing in rigorous, exacting formalism. However, a
blown to smithereens, his body exploding in for the unseen images of government-issue closer look at Kubrick’s feature filmmaking
visible pieces as the men recoil. Sgt. Zack, knives penetrating bodies.
debut, Fear and Desire (1953), a film that he
Unattached voices of the victors speak as later dismissed and about which relatively
who remains seated, watches the scenario
unfold as the other men fall to the ground in one of the enemy bodies is dragged across the little has been written, suggests a relationthe wake of the explosion. One face, then floor: “We better hurry.” Mac’s recognizable ship, if not a debt, to Fuller and to his pioanother looks up to the reclined sergeant. He voice: “I’m going to get some of that stew neering Korean War film, The Steel Helmet
offers a dispassionate reaction: “Ever hear of first.” The commanding officer talks about (1951), and to the war film genre more
a body being booby trapped? Get his dog how they should, indeed, get something to eat. broadly.1

Both Fuller and Kubrick associate indulgent, grotesque scenes of eating with acts of military violence. From left, Sgt. Zack eats watermelon
in The Steel Helmet; Mac (Frank Silvera) eats the “cold stew” left behind by the enemy in Fear and Desire. (frame grabs by Marsha Gordon)
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In The Steel Helmet, the North Korean prisoner of war ends up dead in an act of spontaneous but emotionally justified violence
committed by Sgt. Zack (Gene Evans, right), who is emotionally and psychologically undone by film’s end. (photo courtesy of Photofest)

But these two filmmakers share something essential: a career spent thinking seriously about war and its consequences. This
connection has been entirely overlooked in
the vast literature on Kubrick and the
slighter volume of writing about Fuller. As it
turns out, the “art filmmaker” and the “Hollywood maverick” share some philosophical
and even some formal understandings of
how to represent the ideological contradictions of war, a notion Fuller often referred
to with a phrase that even Kubrick might
have appreciated: “organized insanity.”
From the low-budget approach to a typically high-budget genre, to the related utilization of close-ups, to the idea of a small group
of characters marooned behind enemy lines,
to characters who incessantly think and talk
about war, and who ponder their relationships to the world, Fuller’s The Steel Helmet
sets some key precedents for Kubrick’s feature debut. And while a case might be made
that Fuller’s film is an unacknowledged influence on Fear and Desire, I am less interested
in that speculative line of argumentation than
I am in exploring some of the shared sensibilities in two films that have not been considered in conjunction with one another.

The Films, Their
Grotesqueries, and the
Downside of Auteurism
The Steel Helmet was Fuller’s third feature film, but his first war film, which he
wrote as well as directed. Shot in less than
two weeks in a ripped-from-the-headlines
fashion with financing from the independent Lippert Pictures company, the film
depicts the Korean conflict as events were
unfolding (some would say deteriorating) in
1950. It was first seen by critics in late 1950
and received a theatrical release just two
months later, on February 2, 1951, with
considerable resultant media controversy
regarding the film’s and its director’s potentially subversive politics. The Steel Helmet
lacked stars, women, and Hollywood polish.
It was notably economical and blunt, especially about the soldiers’ lack of enthusiasm
for the war at hand and regarding home
front inequities regarding race relations. The
film was also a hit: hugely profitable, especially for an independently produced, lowbudget picture.
Fear and Desire was Kubrick’s first feature film, and although he did not author

the script, he likely had significant influence
over its crafting. According to Paolo Cherchi
Usai, Kubrick finished shooting the film in
1951, with an extended fundraising and
postproduction period that resulted in a finished film at the end of 1952; a March 26,
1953 press screening; and a March 31 release
date with independent (and until then
exclusively foreign film) distributor Joseph
Burstyn. Deliberately allegorical, the film
announces that it is about no particular war
and declares that it therefore exists “outside
history,” as the film’s opening voice-over
explains it. It is a deliberately philosophical
film, made cheaply and independently,
more existential than political. Its characters
are types, and they often speak in ponderous
sentences. In April 1953, The New York
Times reviewer characterized the script as
“occasionally turgid and overly poetic.”
There are meaningful connections
between these early-career films. The aforementioned pair of scenes, for example, associate indulgent, grotesque eating with acts of
military violence. The auditory universe of
these two scenes—slurping, terse commentary, chomping, firing—aim, in kindred
ways, to inspire a visceral reaction in the
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In Fear and Desire, a female prisoner (Virginia Leith) ends up dead in an act of irrational
violence committed by Sidney (Paul Mazursky), a soldier on the brink of insanity.

audience—largely one of revulsion. James
Naremore identifies a “fascination with the
grotesque” as the key “specifically Kubrickian” element in Fear and Desire; an analogous
fascination is evident in The Steel Helmet.
Naremore describes the aforementioned
scene in Fear and Desire as concluding with
“a dying hand flexing convulsively in a bowl
of greasy stew,” followed by “a large close-up
of one of the victors as he gulps down a bowl
of cold gruel from the dinner table, wipes off
his slimy chin, and grins with satisfaction.”
Extreme close-up images of Sgt. Zack (Gene
Evans) from The Steel Helmet, eating melon
while the inexperienced GI blows himself up,
are similar in terms of composition, content,
and function as these key characters focus on
what is needed to survive. Furthermore, both
scenes have what Naremore has characterized
as a combination of dark humor or absurdity
with “shock, disgust, horror, obscene amusement, and perhaps even sadistic pleasure.”2
Absurdities and ironies weave their way
through both films; they are in fact the prevailing sentiments that drive their respective plots.
When Sidney (Paul Mazursky) in Fear and
Desire tries to convince their female prisoner
(Virginia Leith), who is bound to a tree, to
respond affectionately toward him, he nervously sputters, “If you have to hate me, please
try to like me also,” a logic that is bizarrely
reminiscent of Sgt. Zack’s command to the
North Korean prisoner-of-war (Harold Fong)
that he has just shot: “If you die, I’ll kill you!”
In both films, the prisoners die as the result of
a gunshot wound inflicted by their captors.
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Part of what is interesting about considering these two films in the same intellectual space has to do with the relentlessly
auteurist approach that scholars have taken
to Kubrick in general, and to this film in
particular. Naremore describes “Kubrick’s
tendency to eschew melodrama or sentiment,” making “satiric” films “focused on
flawed, criminal, or even monstrous protagonists.” Imagining Kubrick as a satirist,
however, is an act of deliberate refusal to
take a film like Fear and Desire on its own
terms. Fear and Desire is melodramatic and
sentimental at times, just as The Steel Helmet is ironic and self-reflexive at times.
Jason Sperb’s article, “The Country of the
Mind in Kubrick’s Fear and Desire,” as well
as virtually every other piece of critical writing on the film, follows Kubrick’s lead by
either considering the film as an early,
somewhat embarrassing anomaly, or by
taking the contrary stance by seeking to
insert the film into a cohesive narrative
about the evolution of the Kubrickian feature film.3
A similar and perhaps even more important case can be made in relation to genre.
The tendency to read Fear and Desire as
existing outside of the war film genre—no
doubt an echo of the “outside of history”
sentiment with which the film itself
begins—does our understanding of the film
no favors. Rather, it allows Fear and Desire
to exist in a kind of Kubrickian vacuum,
when it is in fact fully participating in the
war film genre.

In her definitive book on The World War II
Combat Film, Jeanine Basinger discusses the
commonplace WWII-era convention of the
patrol or mission film (“even if it were nothing
more than staying alive”), including the “commando raid,” which tested “the genre, because
it implies a maverick unit, highly trained for
specialized combat, possibly outside the mainstream of military authority.”4 Given Kubrick’s
demonstrable interest in war films—the World
War I Paths of Glory (1957), the Cold War Dr.
Strangelove: or How I Learned to Stopped Worrying and Love the Bomb (1964), the Vietnam
War Full Metal Jacket (1987)—the tendency to
read Fear and Desire as a film that, according
to Cherchi Usai, “negates any identification
with the combat film genre, and instead proclaims a much more ambitious intent, the
exploration of the unconscious” rests solely on
auteurist legs.
It also implicitly and unfairly devalues
the ambitions of an entire genre. At the time
of its release, Fear and Desire was referred to
by the contemporary press precisely as a
“war drama” and a “tale of war.”5 Many war
films, Fuller’s included, deal in deliberate
ways with the psychology and philosophy of
war, so this aspect of Kubrick’s film is hardly
unique. Writing in The New York Times,
reviewer Abe Weiler described Fear and
Desire as “a dissection of the minds of men
under the stress of war”—a description that
could be applied to more war films than not.
In other words, ascribing Kubrick’s film special status because it is a Kubrick film
reminds us of the pitfalls of auteurism.
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Military Objectives
The films’ respective representations of
the military are instructive. In both cases,
these films focus on a small group of foot soldiers struggling to survive behind enemy
lines. Cherchi Usai argues that “war as a
game” is a “Kubrickian theme par excellence.”
True, Fear and Desire demonstrates a commitment to thinking about war as a game of
strategy (certainly this is the case in Paths of
Glory, as well). In Fuller’s film Sgt. Zack is
The Steel Helmet’s mouthpiece for this
notion, repeatedly voicing insights into how
best to proceed and survive the situations the
men find themselves in. In The Steel Helmet
Sgt. Zack is endowed with a kindred sense of
cynicism, if not the deep philosophical meanderings, of his Fear and Desire counterpart.
Both The Steel Helmet and Fear and
Desire also have an intriguing relationship to
the idea of a military objective: neither
begins with one. In both, the men are
trapped behind enemy lines, wandering and
relatively aimless. However, both respective
squads end up with an objective: in Fuller’s
film, it is (by radio orders) to procure a
North Korean prisoner and create an outpost in a Buddhist temple, and in Kubrick’s
film it is generated from within the group
when Mac (Frank Silvera) becomes obsessed
with wanting to kill the general they have
spied, through binoculars, from afar.
Cherchi Usai argues that Mac appears to
be compelled in his mission by “a guilty
awareness about his own true nature (or
perhaps his own need for purification),
rather than from hatred toward the opponents.” However, this interpretation derives
from an imposition of a Kubrickian rubric
and from the film’s own self-proclaimed
philosophical orientation. Mac’s motivations are not, in fact, shared with the audience; nor is there any reason to believe they
don’t derive from the same notion of killing
the enemy that exists in every war film.
Where The Steel Helmet depicts a lieutenant (Driscoll, played by Steve Brodie)
who wants desperately to assert a leadership
role, Fear and Desire’s group leader is
“introspective,” as The New York Times
reviewer described him, with “no overweaning desire to lead, but who realistically does
so when the occasion demands it…his distaste for war does not keep him from making decisions involving his life and those of
his men.” In contrast, The Steel Helmet’s Lt.
Driscoll learns to be a better leader and soldier over the course of the film. His death
toward film’s end offers the opportunity for
the otherwise dismissive Sgt. Zack to
acknowledge the lieutenant’s interrupted
potential. He may have ended up being war
worthy had he only lived long enough.
The endings of both films are far from celebratory, although they are, in point of fact,
victorious endings—if considered from a
strictly military perspective. At the end of
Fear and Desire, the men have successfully

completed their assassination mission, and
though Mac is dead and Sidney insane, they
are reunited at their home base with Corby
and Fletcher. The Steel Helmet ends with a
victorious battle at the temple, albeit a
pyrrhic one: only four of the men survive,
and the Korean orphan Short Round
(William Chun), who has endeared himself
to the prickly, war-hardened Sgt. Zack, is
among the casualties. At film’s end Sgt. Zack
exhibits signs of battle fatigue and disorientation. He is not as insane as Fear and Desire’s
Sidney, but mentally damaged nonetheless.
Neither film ends with a sense of triumph.
Both stories conclude less in a climax than in
a resigned moving forward. The final lines of
dialogue from Fear and Desire might very well
have been those of The Steel Helmet: “I guess
I’m not built for this.” “Nobody ever was. It’s
all a trick we perform when we’d rather not
die.” And the final words of The Steel Helmet,
“There is no end to this story,” might very
well have been those of Fear and Desire.

Corby (Kenneth Harp, who also plays the
general) and Fletcher (Stephen Coit, who
also plays the captain), who go along with
Mac’s plan to kill them (the seductive lure of
auterism demands that I note that Kubrick
had a career-long fascination with doubles!).
This kind of casting would have been
anathema to Fuller’s realist and commercially mainstream objectives, however much
I suspect that he would have appreciated the
playful irony motivating it. But even the
commentary made by this experimental
casting decision echoes the absurdity provided by Sgt. Zack’s pontification in The
Steel Helmet, when asked about how to
determine who the enemy is: “He’s a South
Korean when he’s running with you, and
he’s a North Korean when he’s running after
you.” The manner of expressing this idea
could not be more different, but the nature
of the message is not unrelated.
From their different corners, both directors were asking their audiences to think
seriously about war—what its purpose was,
as well as about its plentiful ironies and
tragedies. Kubrick’s decision to abstract war
does not disqualify Fear and Desire from
being a war film, no more than Fuller’s decision to make a film about a real war does
not disallow him from engaging with philosophical questions about life and combat.
What if the rebellious spirit of Fuller’s
The Steel Helmet—with its disobedient discussions about home-front racial politics, its
curmudgeonly sergeant who is more focused
on survival than on America’s victory against
the North Koreans and the communist
incursion into the free world, its military
aimlessness and concluding sense of resignation—really did make space for an even
more anarchic reflection on war from a firsttime feature filmmaker also working in the
margins of the Hollywood film industry? n
I would like to thank Robert Kolker, my source for all
things Stanley Kubrick, for reading a draft of this article.

End Notes
Top: Sgt. Zack survives, but he is shellshocked at the end of The Steel Helmet.
Bottom: Sidney may be alive at the end of
Fear and Desire, but he is also insane.
(frame grabs by Marsha Gordon).

Thinking Seriously About War
I am not interested in overstating the
comparative case here, or in erasing the differences between these films, as there are
many—including several significant formal
and narrative elements. Fear and Desire’s
absurdities are certainly of a more poetic,
unrealistic sort; The Steel Helmet is invested
in the realist stakes of depicting a contemporary military engagement. A prime example
of this is that the enemy general and his captain in the final portion of Fear and Desire
are played by the same actors who play

1 According to Paolo Cherchi Usai, Kubrick not only
“disavowed” the film, but “he supposedly attempted
to withdraw all prints from circulation, repudiating
the film as a youthful mistake.” All Cherchi Usai
quotes in this article are from “Checkmating the
General: Stanley Kubrick’s Fear and Desire,” Image,
Vol. 38, No. 1-2 (Spring/Summer 1995). For an
extensive discussion of The Steel Helmet see Marsha
Gordon, Film Is Like a Battleground: Sam Fuller’s War
Movies (New York: Oxford University Press, 2017).
2 All James Naremore quotes in this article are from,
“Stanley Kubrick and the Aesthetics of the Grotesque,”
Film Quarterly, Vol. 60, No. 1 (Fall 2006).
3 Take Jason Sperb’s stated objective, for example:
“This essay highlights the stylistic decisions in Fear
and Desire that Kubrick’s later films later refined […],”
“The Country of the Mind in Kubrick’s Fear and
Desire,” Film Criticism Vol. 29, No. 1 (Fall 2004).
4 Jeanine Basinger, The World War II Combat Film
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2003).
5 “Of Local Origin,” The New York Times (March 31,
1953); A. W., “‘Fear and Desire,’ Tale of War
Fashioned by Young Film Newcomers, at Guild,”
The New York Times (April 1, 1953).
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chapter, “Heroes and Anti-Heroes,” treats
American cinema as a dialogue about violence and the meaning of heroism. Ridley
praises Christopher Nolan’s Batman films,
Thelma & Louise (1991), and, most of all,
Bonnie and Clyde (1967), while attacking the
political and cultural impact of Star Wars—
he was reviewing The Phantom Menace
(1999)—as conservative and infantilizing.
While this chapter includes a review of JeanPierre Melville’s Le Samouraï (1967)—
which, thanks to Alain Delon’s iconic trench
coat and fedora, took the iconography of
American film noir into male fashion stylistics and would wind up influencing far more
violent films—Ridley’s essay would have
benefited from an expansion of his analysis
beyond American mythology. He might
have addressed other cultures’ perspectives
on these subjects, as expressed in Asian films
like John Woo’s Bullet in the Head (1990),
Johnnie To’s Election (2005), and Triad Election (2006), as well as Park Chan-wook’s
Sympathy for Mr. Vengeance (2002). But it’s
likely those films never made it to Nashville
theaters, although Ridley admitted tracking
down a bootleg copy of Bullet in the Head.
Running through People Only Die of Love
in Movies is a moral perspective that encompasses a love of violent B-movies and never
turns into moralism. Ridley respected Rob
Zombie’s The Devil’s Rejects (2005) and
understood that its lengthy torture scenes
amount to something more than titillation
and exploitation, even as he celebrated its
genuine scuzziness; to him, it exists on a
higher plane than Star Wars, the fake indie
cinema represented by Little Miss Sunshine
(2006), or even Schindler’s List (1993). (As
far as I know, he and J. Hoberman were the
only American critics writing for daily or
weekly papers to pan that film on its original
release.) He celebrated Jackass: The Movie
(2002) for breaking down hypocritical barriers of good taste and hierarchy around the
star system, pointing out that no one cares
when Dominick Dunne glamorizes murderers in the pages of Vanity Fair.
Of course, it’s a common tactic for critics
to elevate the lowbrow and highbrow while
showering the middlebrow with contempt,
to the point where Charles Taylor has suggested that those who attack “Oscar-bait”
like The King’s Speech (2010) and The Artist
(2011) are actually ignoring the fact that
such films are genuine alternatives to Hollywood blockbusters. But Ridley’s review of
Schindler’s List offers a detailed argument
that some scenes in Spielberg’s film are no
different from Ilsa, She Wolf of the SS (1975)
in their fixation on the most obvious and
goriest aspects of the Holocaust, while
ignoring the more pertinent question of
how Oskar Schindler went from exploiting
Jewish slave labor to genuinely caring about
the fates of those Jews.
The network of alt-weekly newspapers
for which Ridley worked his entire life is
swiftly being destroyed, with New York’s
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archetypal The Village Voice now existing
only online and the LA Weekly having been
purchased by a publisher with Trumpist ties
who fired the entire staff and initially
refused to pay the new contributors they
solicited. To a large extent, Websites like
BuzzFeed and Vox have replaced the political
and cultural voices those alt-weeklies
offered, but while The Village Voice used to
review every single film opening in New
York (and its online incarnation still covers
most of them), such sites review only a few
films a week, almost always Hollywood or
very high-profile English-language indie
fare. If you’d like to read about Mia HansenLøve, Lucrecia Martel, or Hong Sang-soo’s
next film, you’ll have to look elsewhere,
while by definition, a national outlet has no
room for the equivalent of Ridley’s locally
informed take on Nashville or his lament
that his city might lose its only art house.
Regional voices as vital and articulate as
his might exist all over the country, but
they’re more likely to write reviews for their
own blogs than get full-time editorial jobs
these days.—Steve Erickson
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